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Who this report is for
Developers, contractors, architects and other built environment professionals are the backbone of the property
development industry. Without them, nothing would happen. It’s their skills and hard work which drive the building
projects which the UK so badly needs. And yet very often, the major financial rewards are being made elsewhere –
by large corporates, banks and funds.
This report is for you if you are a property developer and you want to increase the scale and number of the
developments are able to deliver, by accessing more capital through your existing contacts and connections
It is also for you if you are currently a built environment professional or intermediary, and you want to create longterm equity in the projects you are involved in, rather than just taking fees as a contractor or adviser. For some
people, this can be a truly life-changing transition, enabling them to build up long-term wealth rather than living
from one job to the next.
If you would like a free initial consultation with one of our lawyers, please email us at info@lcnlegal.com or call us
on +44 20 3286 8868 to arrange a time.
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What you can expect from this report
We have written this report to give you an overview of
the key points you should consider when attracting
private funds for real estate development projects.

This guide also outlines five of the structures we
most commonly come across in relation to these
types of project. Those structures are:

Those considerations include:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

•
•
•

Your objectives and strategy
What pre-investment checks you should think
about carrying out before you enter into an
arrangement with a new business partner
Likely negotiation points and deal terms for a
particular project or proposal

Mezzanine loan
Joint venture
Secured loan note issue
Private, self-managed syndicate
Crowdfunding or P2P lending
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A case study and success story
One of our long-standing clients is an owner-managed
property management business. There are currently
four directors in the company, who are also the major
shareholders. The company develops residential
properties, usually as new-build units on brownfield
sites.
Over the years, the company has partnered with a
small number of private investors on different projects.
Each project property is held in a separate “SPV”
(Special Purpose Vehicle), which holds the legal title to
the property and which engages the company to
deliver the development. In earlier years, our clients
used the mezzanine loan structure outlined below. In
later years, they tended to a joint venture
arrangement. Typically, our clients would provide 5% of
the funding requirement for each project, with the
balance being met by private investors and, in some
instances, senior loans from commercial lenders.

These structures have been used for multiple
projects, with the profit split and documentation
being negotiated each time. One of the benefits of
developing long-term relationships with private
investors is that the group has been able to react
very quickly to purchase opportunities, without
having to go through the paperwork and credit
committee procedures associated with banks and
commercial lenders. One of the structures alone
was sold for a gross value of over £120 million,
showing the scalability of this approach.
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Our story
LCN Legal is a niche law firm, established in 2013 and
regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority in
England & Wales. We are acknowledged as experts in
corporate structures, both for corporate real estate
projects and large multinational transactions.
Our specialists write for respected publications such as
Lexis PSL (a Lexis Nexis resource which provides
practice notes for other lawyers) and we regularly
publish articles and guides, both on our website
www.lcnlegal.com and in publications such as Tax
Journal, Accountancy Magazine and Practical Law. We
also provide a program of training sessions for property
professionals and tax advisers on legal structuring
issues.
Our mission is to help investors and developers to
create firm legal foundations for working together – so
that they can create better spaces for living and for
business.

“An excellent event. The most insightful
two hours I’ve spent in a long time.”
– Director, Property Development Group,
commenting on an event hosted
by LCN Legal
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Why we wrote this report
In theory, it should be easy to bring together property
development skills, projects and capital. There is no
shortage of private investors seeking high quality real
estate opportunities, no lack of people with
development skills and integrity, and plenty of projects.
In reality, many projects which could happen, just
don’t. This is often due to a lack of confidence which
stems from a lack of awareness – the awareness of
what approaches are possible, and how they can work
to reward the participants for their contributions.

We much prefer to help our clients make informed
choices, so that they start their projects on the right
foot, and make a positive first impression to
potential funding partners.
By sharing our know-how and experiences through
guides, articles, seminars and private discussion
groups, we hope to help the maximum number of
people achieve the results they are capable of.

We also come across many situations where people
have been disadvantaged because they have not taken
basic legal steps to protect themselves from the start.
Although we are called in to help resolve unsatisfactory
situations, the costs required to so do can be
significant, and the results can be uncertain.
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Regulatory risks you need to avoid
It is important to avoid falling foul of the UK’s Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA), and damaging your reputation in the
market. This risk can be overcome by choosing a structure
which is suitable for you, and by being clear about how you
need to operate it. Here are some of the regulated activities
you need to be aware of.
1. Communicating financial promotions
It is a criminal office to “communicate an invitation or
inducement to engage in investment activity” unless certain
exemptions apply. Real estate is not caught by this offence,
but shares and loan notes are. There are also special rules
about promoting “collective investment schemes”.
2. Advising on investments and arranging deals in
investments
These regulated activities could cover, for example, circulating
a summary of an investment opportunity and introducing an
investor and investee to each other. Again, real estate as such
is not regarded as an investment for these purposes. However,
shares in an SPV or units in a collective investment scheme
would be.

3. Operating a collective investment scheme
A collective investment scheme (CIS) is any set of
arrangements where:
•
two or more investors participate in profits or income
from property of any kind;
•
the investors do not have day to day control; and
•
the investors’ contributions and the profits or income
due to them is pooled, or the property is managed as
a whole.
Establishing, operating or winding up a CIS are controlled
functions and therefore an FCA-authorised person must be
appointed to operate any CIS . The promotion of collective
investment schemes is also tightly regulated.
4. Managing an Alternative Investment Fund
The concept of an Alternative Investment Fund (AIF) is
similar to that of a collective investment scheme, but is
wider. Unlike a CIS, it includes corporate vehicles. The
manager of an AIF must be registered with the FCA
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Key questions to ask yourself
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Equity – how much equity are you are willing and
able to contribute to each project?
Personal guarantees – to what extent are you
willing to give personal guarantees to investors /
lenders?
Senior debt – are you willing to source senior debt
from banks / financial institutions?
Control – to what extent are you are willing to give
up or share control over decision-making on each
project?
Working capital – do you need additional working
capital for your operations (as opposed to
development capital for projects)?
Track record – what kind of track record are you
able to present to prospective investors?
Pipeline – to what extent are you able to
demonstrate a pipeline of projects?
Transparency – to what extent are you willing and
able to be transparent about your business and
your processes for managing developments?

•

•

•

•

•

•

Your contacts – to what extent do you already
have contacts and connections with prospective
investors?
Media assets – what media assets do you have to
support your messages to investors (e.g. a blog,
individuals’ status as acknowledged experts)?
Location of prospective investors – are any of
your prospective investors likely to be located
overseas (in which case tax considerations such
as withholding tax on interest may need to be
considered)?
Entrepreneurs’ relief – are you and your investors
likely to want to benefit from entrepreneurs’
relief and potentially IHT relief?
Land sourcing – is the land for each project to be
contributed from a land bank at developer level
(in which case degrouping charges may apply)?
Skills – do you have the skills and the appetite to
administer arrangements with multiple investors?
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1. Mezzanine Loan
Developer
Development
Fees

Bank

Equity
(shares/loan)

100%
subsidiary

Senior Loan

Mezzanine
Loan

Investor

SPV

First
Charge

Second
Charge

Advantages

Disadvantages

Simple to set up

Developer generally needs to contribute equity

The Developer retains control over the development

May not be tax efficient for the investor

Relatively easy to obtain bank debt (but banks may
want mezzanine debt to come into a separate SPV)
Investor may receive profit as part of loan interest
© LCN Legal Limited 2015 - 2017
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2.

Joint Venture
Shareholders
of Developer

Shares
Developer

A Shares
Bank
(if needed)

Investor

Development
fees

Senior Loan

B Shares

SPV

First
Charge

First or Second
Charge

Advantages

Disadvantages

Bank debt may not be needed

Individually negotiated

Flexible structuring arrangements

Investor will generally require control rights over the SPV

Developer’s shareholders and investor(s) may benefit
from entrepreneur's relief on sale of project
© LCN Legal Limited 2015 - 2017
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3.

Loan Note Issue
Investors =
loan note
holders

Developer
Development
Fees

Bank
(if needed)

100%
subsidiary

Loan
SPV

Security
Trustee (if
needed)

Senior Loan

First
Charge

Holds benefit of
charge for
noteholders

First or Second
Charge

Advantages

Disadvantages

Bank debt may not be needed

Marketing must be carefully managed to ensure
compliance with financial legislation and regulations.

Developer retains control over the SPV

Administration must be carefully managed
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4.

Private, self-managed syndicate
Joint venture /
syndicate
agreement

Developer
Development
Fees

Bank
(if needed)

A Shares

Senior Loan

B Shares
and loan

Investors

SPV

First
Charge

First or Second
Charge

Advantages

Disadvantages

Can maximise access to capital from existing contacts

Marketing must be carefully managed

Developer’s shareholders and investor(s) may benefit
from entrepreneur's relief on sale of project

Syndicate must be administered carefully so it does not
become a “Collective Investment Scheme”

Bank debt may not be needed
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5.

Crowdfunding / peer to peer lending
Fees
Developer
Development
Fees

Corporate
Finance
advisor

Investors

Fees

Equity
(shares/
loan)

Loans
SPV
Loans or
equity

Crowdfunding
or P2P
Platform

First Charge

Advantages

Disadvantages

Can be fast

Fees and charges of the crowdfunding or P2P platform
and corporate finance advisor

Developer may retain control over SPV

Developer may need to provide personal guarantees
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How to protect your contribution to a development project
“You Don't Get What You Deserve.
You Get What You Negotiate.”
- Chester Karrass, author of ‘The Negotiating Game’

Often, the legal structure of a development project is
treated as an afterthought, swamped by what is
believed to be the ‘bigger picture’. This is a mistake,
because ultimately the legal structure is what creates
and protects your entitlement to receive financial
reward for your contribution.
Being clear from the outset about what reward you
are willing to accept for your contribution, is a
powerful way of filtering out opportunities which
don’t match your requirements or your overall
objectives. It also helps you to create a positive first
impression with potential funding partners, and
maximises your chances of a successful outcome
from the opportunities you do choose to pursue.

This means that legal input at an early stage is
fundamental. However, if you ask more traditional
advisers for help, they may expect you to know
what structure you want, before they advise you
on it. This can be a frustrating experience.
To fill this gap, LCN Legal has created legal support
options, to make it easier and quicker for you to
attract development funding from private
investors, whilst also protecting your interests and
strengthening your negotiating position.
To arrange a free consultation with one of our
specialists, email us at info@lcnlegal.com,
or call us on +44 20 3286 8868.
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The process of attracting and securing private investment
We can guide you through the process from start to finish, and co-ordinate with your chosen tax advisers and
property lawyers to ensure a coherent and holistic professional input is provided.

1. ‘Straw man’ structure, project overview, NDA
2. Signed heads of terms
3. Legally binding documents

“LCN Legal takes care of the
legal structure, so that you
can concentrate on your
projects and your
relationships with funding and
delivery partners.”

4. Implementation of development strategy
5. Exit

© LCN Legal Limited 2015 - 2017
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Typical LCN Legal clients and projects
Typical clients we work with
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Typical projects we work on

Established property developers
First-time property developers
Contractors
Architects
Wealth managers
Fund managers
Introducers and intermediaries
Family offices
Syndicates of UHNW investors
‘Packagers’ of property development funding
opportunities
Trustees and fiduciaries
Accountants and tax advisers

•
•
•
•
•
•

Residential new build
Residential conversion
Commercial to residential conversion
Commercial premises
Investment portfolios
HMOs
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LCN Legal toolkit for property development funding
Our toolkit gives you the legal essentials for
engaging with potential funding partners and
protecting your contribution to your project
development project.
What’s included:
•

•
•
•
•

How to order your toolkit

Sample non-disclosure and non-circumvention
agreement, to create a safe environment
between you and potential business partners for
sharing information
Sample introduction fee agreement, for
rewarding introducers of investors to projects
Due diligence checklist for potential investors, to
help you filter out unsuitable business partners
Sample project overview summary, so that you
can present yourself and your proposed project
in a professional manner
Sample heads of terms for the joint venture, so
that you can ensure your interests are protected
from the outset
© LCN Legal Limited 2015 - 2017
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FAQs
Q: Will we need to be FCA authorised or to appoint FCA
authorised advisers?
A: This depends on the chosen structure and how you engage
with investors. Many of the structures we work on do not
require the involvement of FCA authorised firms.
Q: Shouldn’t we ask our investors to propose the structure?
A: This is not usually in your best interests. In our experience,
the clients who are the most successful take control of the
process from the outset, so that they can offer something
which meets their needs, and which funding partners can say
‘yes’ to.
Q: Can you introduce investors to us?
A: If you are a client of LCN Legal then we will be happy to
share contacts and connections, but raising funds is not our
primary role.
Q: Can you advise us on tax?
A: We don’t advise on tax as such, but as part of our corporate
structuring work, we can co-ordinate with your existing tax
advisers, or suggest tax advisers who can work alongside us.

Q: Do you deal with the property and planning aspects of
a development project?
A: No, our specialism is in the corporate structuring.
However, we can co-ordinate with your property and
planning advisers as needed.
Q: How many investors can we have in any one project?
A: This depends on the chosen structure. For a joint
venture or syndicate-type structure, it is usually advisable
to have fewer than 10 investors in each project.
Q: Can we use your LCN Legal logo on our project
overview and similar documents?
A: Only if we have specifically agreed to this as part of the
terms of our engagement, and we have legally verified the
accuracy of the relevant document.
Q: What do we need first, the project or the legal
structure?
A: In any ideal world, would want to secure the property
first, through contract, an option or exclusivity, before
seeking funding partners. This is not always possible, and
you often need to move fast in order to secure a property.
This usually requires having at least having a provisional
structure proposal and heads of terms for funding.
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Testimonials for LCN Legal
“I worked with Paul Sutton for many years whilst he was at
McGrigors / Pinsent Masons, in my role as Group Tax Manager
of Sumitomo Electric Wiring Systems (Europe) Ltd (SEWS-E
Ltd), and also for a period as SEWS-E Ltd Company Secretary.
In this time I had extremely valuable assistance and advice
from Paul, not only as regards general corporate law matters,
but also particularly across a wide spectrum of legal aspects
of SEWS-E Ltd group transfer pricing policies, implementation,
inter-group agreements and legal compliance.”
Martin L Kinsey, Group Tax Manager, Sumitomo Electric
Wiring Systems (Europe) Limited
“I have worked with Paul and his team in structuring
significant Corporate Debt and have found his approach to be
commercial, pragmatic and measured. I would have no
hesitation working with Paul again, as we value his
commercial and responsive approach.”
Joanne Luce, Director, Acqua Trust Company Limited, Jersey

“When we founded Goldfield Partners in 2010 we needed a
solicitor who could understand the potential for domestic
solar PV systems. Many of the firms we spoke to just saw us
as a potential new client to charge large upfront fees,
others did not want to get involved. Paul Sutton was
different, he took the time to hear our story and he made
himself available for meetings before any engagement
letters were signed. He researched us and the market
sector into which we wanted to enter whilst offering every
support we needed at the time. We contracted Paul and his
team to act for us with regards to the Goldfield Solar EIS
Fund and the subsequent three EIS companies. The issue
was a massive success being completely sold out. Without
Paul’s involvement we would have found it very difficult
indeed to make Goldfield the success it is today.”
David Gammond, CEO, Goldfield Partners Limited
“I worked with Paul Sutton on a fund launch for one of our
hotel developments in the French Alps, Deux Domains, La
Rosiere. I found Paul to be responsive and reliable, and I
valued his ability to find pragmatic solutions to issues which
came up.”
Nick Plummer, Founder, Profin Développement et Gestion
SARL
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Testimonials for LCN Legal
“Through the course of my career in establishing funds,
restructuring funds and raising capital, I have dealt with well
over 30 law firms, from the smaller niche firms as well as the
magic and silver circle firms, and can say that there’re just a
few firms I would recommend without hesitation. LCN is one
of those few firms. Paul Sutton provides my firm a service,
which goes way beyond the norm. His advice is invaluable,
guiding my business through the challenging issues it faces as
a result of the shifting regulatory landscape we operate in. His
entrepreneurial attitude, his work ethic and his friendly fee
structure has made it an exceptionally good experience, I
cannot speak more highly of him.”
Robert Bourn, Partner, Agri Partners

“I am very impressed by the detailed guide of the six
structures most commonly used by private investors when
investing property development projects. I would highly
recommend LCN Legal to cover the legal structure and
advise for the investors who are considering investing in the
UK real estate development.”
Zhenmei Xi | 奚朕美; Head of Global Investment, Doyen
Global

“Paul is very knowledgeable in structuring property
development joint venture projects, and it’s such a pleasure
for us to work with Paul for our future development projects. I
cannot recommend him more highly.”
Shuo Zhao, Managing Director, Equity Finance Platform
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